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OpenC2 Command
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OpenC2  - Stateless Packet Filtering (SLPF)
● Example: Deny a particular connection

○ Block a particular connection within the domain and do not send a host unreachable

{
"action": "deny",
"target": {

"ipv4_connection": {
"protocol": "tcp",
"src_addr": "192.168.1.1",
"src_port": 10996,
"dst_addr": "81.167.155.132",
"dst_port": 80

}
},
"args": {

"start_time": 1534775460000,
"duration": 500,
"response_requested": "ack",
"slpf": {

"drop_process": "none"
}

},
"actuator": {

"slpf": {
"asset_id": "30"

}
}

}

OpenC2 Command
{  

"status": 200
}

OpenC2 Response



Example: OpenC2

DENY
{
"action": "deny",
"target": {
"ipv4-connection": {
"protocol": "tcp",
"dst_port": "22",
"dst_addr": "172.20.52.0/24",
"src_addr": "171.69.198.0/24"

}
},

"actuator": {
"slpf": {"asset_id":"uio"}

},
"args": {
"command_id": ”firstcon19_05022019",
"response_requested": "ack",
...

}
}

ALLOW
{
"action": "allow",
"target": {
"ipv4-connection": {
"protocol": "tcp",
"dst_addr": "0.0.0.0/0",
"src_addr": "0.0.0.0/0"

}
},

"actuator": {
"slpf": {"asset_id":"uio"}

},
"args": {
"command_id": "firstcon19_05022019",
"response_requested": "ack",
...

}
}



Example: Cisco
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uio(config)# access-list 102 deny tcp 171.69.198.0 0.0.0.255 172.20.52.0 0.0.0.255 eq ssh

uio(config)# access-list 102 permit tcp any any

.

.
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{SLPF Arguments: vendor-specific
SLPF specifiers: asset_id and hostname=IP}
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Scenario 1
• An IR wants to issue an OpenC2 commad to block an IP to a specific

interface. Note: Native interface NOT supported.
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We start with the case of SLPF specifiers hostname. This 
is something that we get from the OpenC2 command.
• In a better scenario we give the unique identifier UID and the front-

end (or orchestrator) maps (database) the UID with related info such
as IP, port, domain etc.

• Then, by having th eUID the related information are included into the
OpenC2 message before transmitted. This would have the following
advantage:

• The unique identifier stays the same, but a device can change domain name, 
IP or even a port. Changing through the database would be easier. (Ofc
though in an advanced pub/sub environment where the native interfacses are
supported the consumer would inform the producer about such changes, 
because it would try to subscribe again. Still though right now we think that
the changes would still be saved in a database.)
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When the producer will decide to send a command after the publish subscribe situation
When in the front end we will put the device that we want to send the device such as UID
Then the producer automatically checks the capability/ies of the consumer.

On one hand, we can visualize the front end analist having less or more capablilities based
on the results of the query (asking the capabilities of the consumer) or if we do not have 
this an openC2 command is pushed to the consumer and the consumer responds back 
appriproitly (suported or unsupported) of course the second scenario would require more 
bandwidth.Create and 

Map UID 
with related
connection
details

In case of an non-native 
interface we would need
also mapping between the
UID and the Actuator
(code/script) we would
need to use. The actuator
would need to have an UID 
as well. See example 2.
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4 OpenC2 response

The difference from the first example is:
In the second example we need mapping between OpenC2 
proxy –Actuator (one of the many) with a UID. That way our
front-end will know which actuator needs to contact, to 
translate an openC2 command to a vendor specific command.

Non-support of native 
interfaces makes the
implementation of the
publish-subscribe diificult
(things are inputed/ 
manualy in the database



• OASIS GitHub Repositories for TC Work
• OpenC2 Language Specification: https://github.com/oasis-tcs/openc2-oc2ls
• OpenC2 Firewall Profile: https://github.com/oasis-tcs/openc2-apsc-stateless-packet-

filter
• OpenC2 Use Cases: https://github.com/oasis-tcs/openc2-usecases
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